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At the University of Western Australia we are investigating novel resonant cavity structures for a variety of
applications ranging from tests of fundamental physics, quantum information techniques and applied tech-
nologies. After a short introduction, this presentation will focus on our work in designing novel cavities
geometries for axion detection. First we will discuss our work on using 3D lumped “re-entrant” cavities,
which offer high tuning ranges at cryogenic temperatures [1], for the potential application for detection of
low mass axions between the range of 50 neV to 1 μev [2]. Secondly, we will discuss work on using multiple
post cavities [3-5] and how they may aid in designing high frequency haloscopes. Thirdly, we will present
our experimental and theoretical work on higher order reentrant post modes, and discuss their sensitivity to
axions as well as implications for cavities with tuning posts and gaps between the post and cavity end wall
[6]. Finally we will discuss our work on dielectric cavities, 3D printed superconducting cavities [7] and some
new designs for high frequency axion haloscopes.
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